
JAMES
Trials, Temptations, and Patience





Last Week

● AUTHOR
○ James the Elder, the Lord’s brother

● AUDIENCE
○ Jews of the diaspora, scattered abroad



Last Week

● PURPOSE
○ Encouragement in persecution
○ Address ethical issues

● DATE
○ After 44 AD, Before 62 AD probably before 49 AD



This Week

● Trials & Patience  1:2-4; 1:12; 5:7-12
● Temptation 1:13-15



Focus Question

● How do these words differ? Or do they differ?
○ Trials
○ Temptations
○ Testing



Look at some passages in James
And word used in various translations

● 1:2  “...whenever you face trials of many kinds.”
○ Trials, temptations, testings

● 1:3  “...the testing of your faith produces perseverance.”
○ Trying, testing, proving



Look at some passages in James
And word used in various translations

● 1:12  “Blessed is the one who perseveres under trial 
because, having stood the test…”
○ Trial, temptation, test  

● 1:13  “When tempted, no one should say, ‘God is 
tempting me.’ …”
○ tempted



Look at some passages in James
And word used in various translations

● 1:12  “Blessed is the one who perseveres under trial 
because, having stood the test…”
○ Trial, temptation, test  

● 1:13  “When tempted, no one should say, ‘God is 
tempting me.’ …”
○ tempted



Peirasmos
1:2, 1:12, 1:13

● Strong’s Concordance
○ Phonetic Spelling: (pi-ras-mos')
○ Short Definition: trial, testing, temptation
○ Definition: (a) trial, probation, testing, being tried, (b) 

temptation, (c) calamity, affliction.
● Determine which a, b, or c by context



Dokimion
1:3

● Strong’s Concordance
○ Phonetic Spelling: (dok-im'-ee-on)
○ Short Definition: a test, trial, what is genuine
○ Definition: a test, trial, what is genuine.



Trials & Temptations
James 1:2-18

READ



James 1:2-4
Temptation, Trial, or Testing

● 1:3 is dokimion so meaning is testing if faith is genuine
● 1:2 is peirasmos so meaning is determined by context 

thus it is not temptation and its not just a calamity but 
its a trial to test the genuineness of our faith



James 1:2-4
Source of the trial

● What is the source of the trial?
○ Random chance because we live in a sinful world?
○ Sovereign God choosing to make our lives more 

difficult?
○ Satan seeking to destroy us?
○ Consequence of poor choices on our part?



James 1:2-4
Pure Joy

● Why would anyone in his right mind consider difficult 
times to be “pure joy?”
○ “Testing of your faith” produces perseverance
○ Ultimately perseverance leads to maturity and 

completeness, lacking nothing



James 1:12
Pure Joy

● Another way to describe “pure joy”
○ “Blessed is the one who perseveres…”
○ “...that person will receive the crown of life…”



Sounding Familiar
Sermon on the Mount 

● READ: Matthew 5:10-12
● Not told specifically that James is zeroing in on 

persecution but
○ His audience is “scattered abroad” mostly due to 

persecution because of their faith
○ Undoubtedly many of their “trials” are linked to 

persecution



Patience and the Lord’s Coming
James 5:7-12

● Calls for patience in suffering with this support:
○ 2nd Coming is soon
○ Parallel with waiting for the harvest
○ Reminder that God is the Judge & is at the door
○ Allusion to Jesus’ beatitudes at Sermon on the 

Mount
○ Reminds us of Job



A Simple “Yes” or “No”
James 5:12

● Not sure why this is at this particular place in the epistle
● BUT strong statement

○ Swearing by heaven or earth or anything else is 
wrong

○ Just say “yes” or “no”
○ Otherwise:  condemnation



A Simple “Yes” or “No”
James 5:12

● Do we have a Sermon on the Mount parallel?
● Yes, we do!

○ READ Matthew 5:33-37



James 1:13-15
What about temptation?

● Remember this is the same word, peirasmos, often 
translated testing, trial or testing

● Why do most translations use temptation here?
○ Context indicates its talking about a temptation to 

sin rather than a trial as a testing of faith



James 1:13-15
What about temptation?

● And why is this passage at this particular place?
○ Perhaps to make sure the reader is not confusing 

what James has been talking about



James 1:13-15
What about temptation?

● Testing our faith with trials may have as its source:
○ Natural calamities
○ Satan’s designs
○ God’s designs
○ All overseen and/or allowed by God for specific 

purpose of testing our faith leading us to a finished 
work of maturity and completeness



James 1:13-15
What about temptation?

● Temptation described in this passage
○ Is designed to lead us to evil and sin
○ Is never God’s purpose and never instigated by God
○ Is Satan’s goal and always instigated by him
○ God never tempts us to sin



James 1:13-15
What about temptation?

● We are tempted
○ “...dragged away by [our] own evil desire and 

enticed.”
○ “...after desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin…”
○ “And sin, when it is full-grown, gives birth to death.”



James 1:13-15
What about temptation?

● What do you see as distinctions between temptation 
and trials?
○ God may allow or bring trials into our life to help us 

towards maturity in testing the genuineness of our 
faith

○ God never tempts us to lead us to sin



James 1:13-15
What about temptation?

● What do you see as similarities between temptation and 
trials?
○ Our response to both trials and to temptation reveals 

the reality of our faith.



SUMMARY

● Given 
○ A context of Jews new to Christianity and in a 

hostile diaspora environment
○ And an overall emphasis in James on holy living and 

integrity vs. hypocrisy
● How would you summarize this lesson on trials, 

temptation and patience?



QUESTIONS and/or COMMENTS



NEXT WEEK
Wisdom -- 1:5-8; 3:13-18   

● James talks about wisdom in these two different 
passages. What is the context for each passage?

● Do you find any parallels to teachings here and in the 
Sermon on the Mount?

● What do you see that relates to hypocrisy vs. integrity?



NEXT WEEK
Wisdom -- 1:5-8  

● What is the source of true wisdom?
● What is the analogy James uses for doubt in requests 

made to God? 
● What adjectives are used to describe such a person?



NEXT WEEK
Wisdom -- 3:13-18   

● How does a person demonstrate wisdom?
● What examples are given of earthly, unspiritual, 

demonic wisdom?
● What descriptions are given of heavenly wisdom?
● How does v18 fit with the rest of this passage?


